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in many markets around the globe, defined contribution (DC) has surpassed defined benefit (DB) to 

become the dominant retirement plan model. However, the recent financial crisis has underscored some 

shortcomings in DC as a primary retirement vehicle. plummeting participant account balances have 

illustrated the inherent disconnect in most DC models: risk is transferred onto the individual without 

always transferring adequate knowledge or oversight, despite more than a decade of efforts on the part 

of practitioners and plan sponsors to educate and inform individuals about retirement planning.

Now, DC plan participants are looking for more clarity about the value their plans provide. Do the 

investment choices fit their needs? is the plan cost-effective? What actions must one take as retirement 

approaches? Can the accumulated wealth command sufficient annuity purchasing power to address 

longevity risk?

in response to participant and, perhaps more compellingly, regulatory pressures, DC plan sponsors are 

increasingly relying on expert advice and are putting more rigor around the selection and composition of 

their investment committees.

But strong governance alone isn’t the solution. in fact, without measuring the effectiveness of retirement 

savings campaigns and continually adopting new approaches to education and communication for 

savings plan participants, it could prove to be an empty effort.

Some of the current challenges facing DC models are attributable to the fact that DC plans were originally 

devised as supplemental rather than primary retirement savings plans. As a consequence, most DC 

plans are voluntary — no one is obliged to participate. Making participation mandatory is unlikely to be a 

politically acceptable solution, and so efforts need to focus on maximizing coverage. But the bottom line 

Foreword
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is that, under a voluntary system, there will always be people who choose to opt out. A voluntary system 

also leads to a wide range of potential outcomes for participants — the issue of people with poor asset 

allocations is significant, with DC plans arguably offering too much flexibility in this regard.

Another issue stemming from the voluntary origins of DC is “leakage,” where participants are able to 

access their plans ahead of retirement. in the US, for example, 401(k) participants can tap into their 

accrued savings under certain circumstances, such as hardship. These allowances were designed to 

incentivize people to save, but the flip side is that they lead to a permanent loss of retirement savings. 

While disincentives such as a tax penalty on withdrawals might address this issue, they also risk eroding 

participation. There is a fine line to tread.

Best practices

The good news is that best practices are emerging that address many of the key concerns around 

DC plans. The Australian model, with its superannuation funds, has successfully employed tax break 

incentives to entice workers to contribute. in the United States, auto enrollment in default funds has 

proved a positive step for 401(k) plan take-up. Lifestyling choices tailored to individuals’ retirement 

horizons, which have a strong foothold in the United States, are gaining traction in the United Kingdom 

and elsewhere in Europe. 

Nonetheless, more work lies ahead. Concerns surrounding target date funds in the United States, 

post-crisis, have raised the bar for these products. Among the solutions on the table are the creation 

of a credible benchmarking process and the dissemination of more information about the risks these 

products entail. Target date funds do, however, have a powerful role to play in providing an effective 

default option. Enabling participant access to a source of accountable advice is another necessary step 

in providing better choice. All of these areas require continued focus and innovation. And with many 

markets just entering the DC framework, including several in Asia, the onus is on those markets with 

established DC track records to get it right.

Creative new approaches are also needed for the post-retirement income phase. in retirement, a balance 

must be struck between the need for income and maintaining some equity exposure to counterbalance 

longevity. The question is: what are the right numbers? Guarantees are also at issue. Most participants 

want guaranteed income in retirement, but guarantees are not free. Nor are they risk free — participants 

who are buying a life annuity will be keen to avoid concentrating their exposure with just one provider, 

particularly following the recent failure of major financial institutions. And who provides the guarantee if 

insurers are not up to the task? Are private solutions possible? 
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in our first Vision paper on pensions, published in 2008, State Street examined the global landscape and 

found that reforms were needed to increase the number and availability of occupational pension plans 

around the world. in this paper, we examine the challenges facing DC pension systems, so recently 

brought into sharp focus by the worldwide financial crisis. We also examine best practices across 

multiple areas, including regulatory oversight, governance practices, and plan and product design. 

As one of the world’s leading providers of financial services to institutional investors, with a global 

footprint that extends to 25 countries, State Street is uniquely positioned to register the changes taking 

place among the world’s pension systems and to discern the solutions that we believe represent best 

governance practices and those that will result in better retirement outcomes for retiring workers. 

State Street provides investment management and investment servicing for more than $4.4 trillion in 

pension assets.* in addition, State Street partners with policymakers and industry groups around the 

world to facilitate the development of pension systems at the country level. 

As funded retirement provisions around the world grow more complex, financial services providers will 

increasingly look to meet these demands by developing leading technologies and producing innovative 

solutions. State Street has the experience and expertise necessary to help.

*As of December 31, 2009
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The DC age is dawning on pension markets across the globe. 
As a result, global retirement markets are facing similar 
concerns about the implications of shifting investment risk 
onto the individual. The recent financial crisis highlighted 
many of these issues, igniting a heightened sensitivity to risk 
on the part of plan sponsors and participants. 

Tracking the Shift to DC

Globally, growth of DC assets is now outpacing that of DB. Among the seven largest pension markets in 

the world —  the United States, the UK, Australia, Canada, Switzerland, Japan and the Netherlands — DC 

assets have grown at approximately 6.4 percent per year over the past ten years while DB assets have grown 

at only 1.6 percent per annum. As a result, DC assets now represent 42 percent of total pension assets  

in those markets, up from 40 percent in 2004 and 32 percent in 1999.1 See Figure 1 on the next page. 

However, the shift toward DC is not happening at the same speed, nor taking the exact same shape, across 

all markets worldwide. The difference is in part a function of cultural norms. A conservative investment 

focus has shaped pension policy in Asia and, as a result, DC models have been slower to catch on. 

Meanwhile, in continental Europe, a cultural feeling of social solidarity has encouraged development of 

collective DC models in which plan sponsors choose where participants will invest their retirement monies. 

1 2010 Global pension Assets Study, Towers Watson, January 2010.

Taking stock:  
implications of  
the shift to DC 
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By contrast, some pension markets are well on their way toward DC domination. Australia, with its 

superannuation funds, is furthest along the curve to becoming a completely DC-dominated market, with 

82 percent of retirement assets in DC plans.2 in other places, the financial crisis has helped speed up 

the pace of change.

The Decline of DB plans

in the UK, DB pension funds that face funding shortfalls have been closing at a rapid pace. in the wake 

of the financial crisis, a survey showed that 52 percent of DB schemes currently open to new members 

could close as a result of the economic environment, among other factors.3 in their stead, trust-based 

and non-trust-based DC plans are appearing. Meanwhile, a market-wide savings initiative known as 

NEST (National Employment Savings Trust), previously personal Accounts, is being constructed in the 

UK under the auspices of the personal Accounts Delivery Authority (pADA). The role of pADA is to 

establish a national, trust-based pension scheme that will help millions of people on low and moderate 

incomes, who do not currently have access to a good-quality workplace pension, save for their 

retirement. Key decisions about the personal Accounts solution, including default options, matching, 

etc., are expected to mold future DC plan provisions in the UK market. 

2 ibid.

3 “pension provision and the Economic Crisis,” National Association of pension Funds, January 2009.
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Figure 1: DB/DC Split in the Seven Largest Pension Markets

source: 2010 Global pension Assets study, Towers Watson, January 2010.
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This trend is also well under way in the United States, where the percentage of workers covered by 

a DB plan has steadily fallen while the proportion covered by a DC plan has increased over the past 

25 years,4 since accounting regulations created 401(k) plans in 1978. The pension protection Act of 

2006 increased required funding levels for DB plans while simultaneously requiring plan sponsors to 

shift DB liabilities onto balance sheets. This has served to hurry the transition to a DC-dominated market, 

as more DB plans close or are frozen to new entrants. 

The ongoing shift toward DC models in the private sector also brings into question what will happen with 

DB plans for public sector employees. Funding shortfalls have hit public plans hard, as many regions 

struggle with budget cuts due to the economic downturn. in addition, most public plans are directly 

funded by tax revenue. it is entirely possible that these plans may go the way of their private sector 

counterparts, placing the burden of retirement risk on even more individuals. 

A post-Crisis wake-up Call

in many ways, the financial crisis of 2008–2009 served as a wake-up call for retirement systems around 

the globe. According to the OECD, the value of private pension assets worldwide declined by an average 

of 20 percent between January and October 2008.5 The results of a study by Watson Wyatt of the world’s 

11 largest pension systems corroborate this figure, finding that the value of pension assets fell by 19 

percent for the entire year 2008.6 

Negative stock market performance accounted for a large portion of a 2008 shift in equity allocations 

from 55 percent to 42 percent among the largest seven of these markets.7 in fact, in the United States, 

a Hewitt study found that 401(k) participants were significantly affected by stock market losses. The 

average US retirement plan balance declined by 28 percent by year-end 2008, from $79,570 in 2007  

to $57,150.8

Amid generally poor returns for both DB and DC plans during the crisis, analysis by Watson Wyatt in 

the US indicates that median returns for DB plans at year end 2008 remained around one percentage 

point higher than those for DC plans. Some DB plans even reported positive returns. Furthermore, 

over the 13 years between 1995 and 2007 — a period that captures both bull and bear cycles — 

4 US Bureau of Labor Statistics 2008 and US Department of Labor 2002. From Barbara A. Butrica et al., “The Disappearing 
Defined Benefit pension and its potential impact on the retirement incomes of Boomers,” Center for retirement research  
at Boston College, January 2009.

5 H. Bloomestein, et al. (2009), “Evaluating the Design of private pension Schemes: Costs and Benefits of risk-Sharing,” 
OECD Working papers on insurance and private pensions, No. 34.

6 2009 Global pension Assets Study, Watson Wyatt Worldwide, January 2009. Markets included the United States, the UK, Australia, 
Canada, Switzerland, Japan, the Netherlands, Germany, France, ireland and Hong Kong.

7 ibid.

8 “How Well Are Employees Saving and investing in 401(k) plans,” Hewitt Associates, May 2009.
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DB plans outperformed 401(k)s by an average of 23 basis points.9 While DB plan managers did in 

general reduce their equity exposure at the onset of the most recent financial crisis, many 401(k) 

participants — who tended to be too aggressively allocated to begin with — did not rebalance. 

Of course, some retirement markets held up better than others during the crisis. Many Asian markets 

were heavily weighted toward fixed income, which helped. Limited stock market exposure in many 

German pension fund portfolios also aided plan performance in that market. However, because there 

is no legal requirement for German companies to fund most forms of pension provisions (except for 

pensionskasse), few were fully funded post-crisis.10 

While retirement plan participants with longer time horizons have time to recoup some of the losses, 

those nearing retirement have been hit hard. A big lesson of the crisis is that many market participants 

do not properly understand risk. prior to the crisis, they couldn’t get enough risk, but during the crisis, 

risk couldn’t be low enough. 

in addition, return correlations between assets emerged that were totally unexpected. This phenomenon 

ran counter to what most understood about asset diversification. it has sparked a greater interest in 

transparency and in passive investing.

A preference for passive Investing 

One in five of the institutional investors polled by Greenwich Associates in May 2009 said they had 

recently moved money from active managers into passive index strategies in response to the financial 

crisis.11 While not all these switches to index funds were expected to be permanent, there is a longer-

term shift to passive. in 2008, index funds accounted for 13 percent of equity mutual funds’ total global 

net assets of $3.7 trillion, up from just 3.3 percent in 1994, according to the investment Company 

institute. Furthermore, research by Standard & poor’s challenges the notion that bear markets favor 

active management. in its indices Versus Active Funds Scorecard, Year End 2008, a majority of US 

active funds in eight of the nine domestic equity style boxes were outperformed by indices in the 

negative markets of 2008, following similar outcomes in the bear market of 2000–2002. 

in the wake of the market meltdown, retirement systems have embraced passive investing like  

never before. DB plan sponsors have been minimizing active manager risk by shifting from active equity 

to passive equity managers.

9 Defined Benefit vs. 401(k) investment returns: The 2006–2008 Update, Watson Wyatt, December 2009.

10 pascal Bazzazi, “German lessons for the rest of Europe,” Financial Times, November 29, 2009

11 “U.S. institutions: Crisis Sparks Changes in policy and Strategy,” Greenwich Associates, June 2009.
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in the UK, passive strategies have seen gains. A study by the National Association of pension 

Funds and pensionDCisions shows that passively managed strategies have become more 

popular among pension funds, with nearly three-quarters of plans using them as default fund 

options.12 in Australia, plan sponsors on both the DB and DC sides are looking to include 

passive strategies. Meanwhile, interest in liability-driven investing and other risk-reducing 

strategies has also increased, and these strategies are beginning to extend into the DC side.

DC Under the Magnifying glass

As more retirement assets head into DC plans, increased scrutiny of DC schemes is on the horizon in 

many markets. in others, it has already arrived. 

in particular, many are concerned that not enough has been done to help pensioners who are nearing 

retirement and saw their retirement accounts decline precipitously in 2008. The situation amplifies one 

of the key criticisms of DC plans, which is that the participant controls the investment selection and may 

be ill-equipped to do so. A study by the Employee Benefit research institute (EBri) found that nearly 

one-quarter of US 401(k) plan participants aged 56 to 65 had more than 90 percent of their account 

balances in equities at the end of 2007 — a concentration that few people would recommend. More 

than 40 percent of the same age group had nearly three-quarters in equities.13 These figures underscore 

the scale of the problem posed by poor asset allocations, which represents a major challenge for DC.

To be sure, although Baby Boomers’ 401(k) accounts may have shrunk significantly, the shift to DC 

has achieved the objective of transferring investment risk to the individual. But, this shift has also made 

it more difficult for governments to get a handle on shortfalls in retirement savings. DB plans have 

historically been more closely scrutinized than DC plans. Funding targets and other existing regulations 

have made it easier to monitor DB performance and outcomes. 

The realities are stark and the available options few. There is no evidence that points to a shift back 

to DB. Therefore, it is in the best interest of policymakers to encourage innovation in DC plans to help 

ensure that outcomes meet participant needs.

12 pauline Skypala, “Time to put Some Effort into DC,” Financial Times, October 25, 2009.

13 Jack VanDerhei, “The impact of the recent Financial Crisis on 401(k) Account Balances,” EBri issue Brief, no. 326, 
February 2009.
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The Future of DC

post-crisis, it is clear that the DC model needs to be strengthened. Most are realizing that switching to 

DC is just the first step. To make the transition to DC work for participants, active engagement on the 

employer’s part is also necessary. 

The fact that DC is fundamentally a voluntary system multiplies the potential investment outcomes. 

Many employees will choose to participate in DC plans at such a small level that the end result will be 

unsatisfactory regardless of market conditions. Worse, some may not participate at all. And as we have 

seen, many participants have inappropriate asset allocations. Should a large percentage of DC pension 

fund participants find themselves with inadequate retirement funding — as some UK experts project — 

there will be massive social consequences.

As a result, instead of reducing the need for company and trustee involvement, one could argue that 

the DC plan model requires it more than ever. Without the confidence that individuals can actually 

do it themselves, someone must oversee management of the plan — from encouraging employees 

to participate through to selecting and monitoring an asset mix that can deliver adequate retirement 

savings over each participant’s time horizon.

Models to Build On

This all points to the return of a more paternalistic role, one many sponsors are already embracing. As a 

result, among UK employers that run existing DB plans side-by-side with new DC plans, there is a trend 

toward appointing the overseer of the DB plan with responsibility for the DC plan as well. in the United 

States, the pension protection Act provided for 401(k) plans to add an auto-enrollment feature, which by 

all accounts has helped increase participation. 

in some ways, the trend toward fewer investment choices and lower plan operating costs also 

represents a return to the roots of DC retirement schemes, particularly in the United States, where these 

characteristics were dominant in the retirement plan landscape of the late 1970s and early 1980s. 

But there remains plenty to do both on the part of the financial services industry and the world’s 

governments. With longevity on the rise, retirement funding is fast becoming a social issue. Governments 

around the world must step in and work harder to enable the kind of innovative products and approaches 

that can help ensure every retiring person has adequate income. 
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To do that, policymakers must encourage and incentivize people to save enough of their salary for 

retirement against a backdrop of rising longevity. Some thought must also be given to design and 

appropriate monitoring of default investment options.

Within the financial services industry, there is a compelling need to create innovative DC products with 

DB-like features that are cost-effective and broader over time and retirement income options to ensure 

adequate income in retirement. After all, providing daily access to account information and permitting 

daily account transactions come at a tremendous cost.

it all comes down to creating the right structures — simple, safe plans without too many choices — 

to ensure participation and to provide the right level of educational information to aid decision-making 

among participants.
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Given questions raised about retirement readiness in the 
wake of the global financial crisis, there is an urgent need to 
consider how improved regulatory approaches could benefit 
the pensions sector. 

Certainly, many of the pension-related issues now under review pre-date the market turmoil that 

significantly lowered asset values. However, recent shifts in the financial environment offer compelling 

reasons for governments and regulatory authorities to address the potential impact on retirement 

schemes, both DB and DC. As regulators study today’s new pension landscape, they must concentrate 

on both immediate concerns and future issues. 

To address DC challenges, government authorities may want to consider improved incentives to expand 

participation, increased access, better tools for evaluating risk, strengthened rules for enhanced 

disclosure and transparency, and renewed emphasis on investor education. 

This chapter considers the potential, in light of the economic crisis, for improving the rules governing 

pensions, particularly in the DC segment.

Regulation: Using the  
Crisis to improve the Rules
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The New Landscape: An Army of Challenges

As regulators assess the state of pension systems today, recent developments have exposed some 

critical weaknesses. While robust market performance prior to the crisis may have obscured cracks 

in the foundation, the results of the contraction strongly suggest that regulatory frameworks in many 

countries are insufficient to meet exposed vulnerabilities. 

Even as other financial sectors come under scrutiny, pension funds face growing attention, with 

stepped-up oversight by supervisory bodies.14 While a post-crisis focus on broader financial issues may 

temporarily delay any substantial overhaul of pension rules in the short run, regulators are increasingly 

interested in finding ways to mitigate the imminent concerns of DC participants. This is particularly the 

case for the large numbers of people now approaching or just past retirement age, who must cope with 

the consequences of reduced retirement nest eggs.

in addition to short-term relief measures, regulators are indicating that they may revisit assumptions 

that formerly guided thinking about pension planning, particularly where DC is coming to dominate the 

picture. The likely result is a convergence of regulatory frameworks that emphasize investor flexibility, 

provide new safeguards for DC plans and strengthen pension policy through enhanced plan governance, 

retirement awareness and increased employee participation.15 These issues will increasingly define 

broad regulatory thinking. To gain further perspective, pension authorities are looking to one another for 

best-practice insights.

pension regulation has been and remains an important change agent across the industry. it is driven by 

broad social and economic change in each nation state. That dynamic push and pull plays a particularly 

important role as regulators study the broader impact of the crisis and consider how to respond. in the 

United States, the pension protection Act is a leading example of regulation that responds to external 

pressures — a growing preference for DC plans over DB — while accelerating changes that are already 

under way. 

The ppA: A Study in Regulatory Response

To encourage access to pension plans and increase employee participation, the pension protection Act 

clarified and expanded auto enrollment provisions. This led, in turn, to a focus on so-called Qualified 

Default investment Alternatives (QDiAs), the guidelines for which led to a proliferation of plans intended 

as approved default options under auto enrollment. Target date funds, designed to narrow risk exposure 

as an investor nears retirement, have become leading DC plan options as a result.

14 p. Antolin and F. Stewart, “private pensions and policy responses to the Financial and Economic Crisis,” 2009, OECD Working 
papers on insurance and private pensions No. 36.

15 See “restoring American’s retirement Security: A Shared responsibility,” McKinsey & Co. (2009). Although this paper’s com-
ments address pension issues in the United States, its general recommendations regarding the importance of improving plan 
access, participation and risk can be viewed more broadly.
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Yet target date funds have also raised concerns that overall fund design, including differing degrees 

of transparency, can hamper investor objectives. A key weakness is that strategies sharing the same 

retirement date may have very different asset allocations, which has become a source of confusion for 

investors. A recent US Senate hearing16 shed light on reported difficulties that investors have faced in 

understanding how particular funds work, as well as potential conflicts of interest rooted in fee structures 

skewed toward certain asset allocations.17 

While these concerns did not stem directly from the economic crisis, recent developments have 

highlighted the need to give closer scrutiny to rules governing investor education, asset allocation, fees 

and transparency. The crisis not only exacerbated these issues, but it also brought new ones to the fore. 

pre-Crisis Concerns, post-Crisis Reality

Before the world slid into recession, global pension regulators were largely focused on fee structures, as 

well as on fee and cost transparency. For example, fees associated with superannuation and voluntary 

schemes have preoccupied authorities in Australia, as demonstrated in the deliberations of the Cooper 

review.18 Elsewhere, in Hong Kong, long-held concerns over the level of fees associated with the 

Mandatory provident Fund (MpF) have prompted efforts to provide participants with fee comparison 

information and have initiated a recent reduction of fees and costs for custody and administration.19 

These issues have carried over to today’s regulatory agendas, although within a much larger context. A 

recent survey of global pensions by Watson Wyatt singled out six major pension issues that merit close 

regulatory scrutiny.20 Aside from the need to ensure a better match between funding and liabilities in 

the case of DB plans, prime concerns address risk and risk management, stakeholder benefits, and 

manager performance. 

it is a mark of the severity of the crisis that many regulators have taken steps to keep funds from the 

brink, particularly where DB plans still largely prevail. in the face of often precipitous plan shortfalls, the 

pressure is high to recoup losses. At the same time, some jurisdictions have been persuaded to relax 

rules governing mandated contributions as well as withdrawals. in Australia, for example, the government 

suspended the minimum drawdown requirement for account-based pensions for the second half of the  

 

 

 

16 US Senate Special Committee on Aging, October 28, 2009.

17 See David ireland, “Target date Funds: When Will They Hit the Bull’s-Eye?” SSgA Capital insights, 2009.

18 See http://supersystemreview.gov.au/. See also “Australia’s future tax system: retirement income consultation paper,” 
(December 2008). Also see “iFSA 2009 international superannuation and pension fund fees,” Deloitte Actuaries and Consultants, 
Ltd. (September 2009).

19 See “Code on Disclosure for Mandatory provident Fund investment Funds,” MpF Schemes Authority, First Ed., June 2004.

20 “2009 Global pension Assets Study,” Watson Wyatt Worldwide, January 2009.
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2008–2009 fiscal year, to avoid retirees having to sell assets at a loss to meet the minimum annual 

payment amount.21 The UK’s pension protection Fund has placed under review a suspension of DB 

contribution requirements there.

“Leakage,” in fact, has become a significant challenge for DB funds suffering from market losses, as 

investors tap into their accounts prematurely, for example through income drawdown prior to actual 

retirement. The danger of such deferrals lies, in part, in the fact that they risk destabilizing DB funds 

already weakened by market losses and leakage. Thus, during the crisis and its aftermath, authorities 

have been obliged to step up fund supervision and risk-based oversight. Germany’s regulator, for 

example, has established a task force to conduct weekly risk assessments of insurance and pension 

funds, including the pensionskassen that provide insurance-based pension options. in addition, 

policymakers may need to address the “leakage” problem in DC plans. provisions that allow participants 

to make withdrawals from their accounts — a legacy of DC’s origins as a supplemental retirement 

savings vehicle — can lead to a significant dent in retirement savings, particularly when the lost interest 

and earnings are taken into account over the lifetime of the plan.

Investor Choice, Investor Awareness

With the prominent shift to DC plans in many jurisdictions, the question of investor choice in asset 

allocation has engaged regulators’ attention. in addition, concerns are growing that many DB and DC 

plan participants are saving too little for their retirement, posing the risk of looming social challenges. For 

regulators, these concerns — investor choice and access — are intertwined.

Just as the crisis pummeled pension fund balance sheets, it also revealed substantial gaps in investment 

strategies and investor awareness. Should regulators consider limits on asset allocation — such as a 

ceiling on allocations to individual (employer) stocks — where unfettered choice poses a significant 

risk of meager results? The conservative asset allocations that formed the backbone of plans in France 

and Germany performed comparatively well during the recent market upheavals, bringing into question 

relatively liberal guidelines elsewhere. Even so, a balance needs to be struck: a pension is a long-term 

investment and guidance on asset allocation cannot be based on one period of market turbulence.

in the UK, one proposed solution to address these issues goes into effect in 2012. personal Accounts, 

established for low- and middle-income earners without access to an employer-based alternative, will 

offer both auto-enrollment (with opt-out) and targeted investment choices. The personal Accounts 

framework is intended to boost both access and participation among a population generally characterized 

as underrepresented in — and under-prepared for — retirement.

21 p. Antolin and F. Stewart, “private pensions and policy responses to the Financial and Economic Crisis,” 2009, OECD Working 
papers on insurance and private pensions No. 36.
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investment choice in the wake of the crisis has also raised questions for regulators across the Asia-

pacific region. Even before the onset of the downturn, geographic, product and percentage restrictions 

on investment outside of home countries had become an issue. Countries favored the low-return 

environment that has characterized much of the region (and, until more recently, limited participation by 

the private sector). With the need to improve balance sheets, countries were expanding the investment 

options available when the crisis hit. Exacerbated by the setbacks of the financial crisis, they will 

continue to grapple with this issue. Countries in the region will face difficult choices as they try to balance 

the need for better returns through diversification of investments with renewed concerns over the risks 

associated with doing so — particularly in developed markets. Another longer term issue for Asia will be 

the portability of pensions as people become more mobile within their own country, work across different  

sectors, and work or retire in other countries.

Two highly visible regulatory challenges in the wake of the crisis are enhancing “pension literacy” and 

clarifying the role of plan sponsors in offering investor advice. As recent events suggest, relatively low 

levels of understanding among plan participants about retirement investment strategies and available 

options may have exacerbated exposure to market volatility. Another concern is the extent to which plan 

sponsors and trustees should assist participants in raising their understanding through information and 

access to advice. 

A Renewed Appreciation for Risk Management 

As regulators seek key takeaways from the recent crisis, risk management and governance issues will 

rank high. For access and investor participation to improve, revisiting disclosure requirements, trustee 

guidelines and investor education will likely be necessary. Methods for communicating about and 

regulating inappropriate investment products and strategies also deserve another look. 

The crisis affected far more than asset values; it battered investor confidence. repairing that confidence 

will be essential in addressing the challenges that lie ahead for pensions. With this in mind, for example, 

the pensions regulator in the UK has launched a campaign to bolster employer engagement and 

enhance the ability of investors to make informed choices.22  

The quality of investment advice — and the role of the advisor — will also continue to spur debate. 

in the United States, regulators are pondering whether, and how, to clarify provisions in the pension 

protection Act allowing for advice. Some see a need for more individualized advice, while others oppose 

the idea as too risky. Finding better ways to identify conflicts of interest between advisors and providers 

remains an ongoing pursuit. The UK’s Financial Services Authority is reviewing a proposal for holding 

investment managers liable for investor risks.23 

22 See “A Guide on the regulation of Workplace intranet-based pensions,” Financial Services Authority and the pensions regulator, 
November 2007.

23 See “Treating Customers Fairly: Measuring Outcomes,” Financial Services Authority, November 2007.
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Given the scale of the difficulties facing retirement plans today, innovative ideas should be considered 

alongside more traditional approaches. Among possible alternatives are further tax incentives to 

encourage investment for retirement through enlarged exclusions from income (an idea admittedly 

challenged by the magnitude of government deficits). As consumers cut back on outstanding debt,  

this may also be an opportune time to encourage a shift away from debt toward making larger  

retirement contributions.

Other less-traditional approaches — such as multi-employer plans, geared to industries with small 

businesses and a high degree of employee mobility — may benefit from regulatory support for new 

pension plan structures. 

The Shape of Things to Come

Any near-term pension-related regulatory efforts will also need to account for policy initiatives affecting 

global financial systems. These include new rules governing derivatives and alternative investments, as 

well as systemic risk mitigation and asset valuation. Given the potential impact of such changes on 

retirement planning, regulators will want to pay close attention to the direction these initiatives take.

While regulators’ attention prior to the crisis primarily focused on the size, transparency and scope of 

plan fees, the regulatory agenda is now far larger. This is partly due to the impact of the crisis itself, 

where an immediate concern is to shore up DB plans put at risk of insolvency. Yet recent events 

have also magnified challenges that pre-date the crisis, including those that pertain to DC schemes  

in particular. 

Among the list of DC-related issues that merit regulators’ attention are enhanced risk management and 

governance, including questions of disclosure and conflicts of interest. With the growing shift to DC, wide 

discrepancies in investors’ choice of asset allocation underscores concerns that new efforts to improve 

investor education are necessary. in addition, as efforts to devise new rules affecting broader systemic 

financial issues gain steam, policymakers will need to take into account the potential downstream effects 

on pensions. 

in approaching these challenges, a strong case can be made for regulatory focus on pension frameworks 

that offer flexibility — including perhaps multi-level approaches combining an appropriate amount of 

choice with specific guidance on an appropriate level of savings — added participant safety measures 

and new approaches to bolster investor education. Both short- and long-term regulatory initiatives are 

needed to accommodate the current and future challenges faced by plan participants.
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Funding gaps left behind by the financial crisis are not the 
only damage sustained by pension funds. Also bruised along 
the way have been assumptions about fiduciary oversight. As 
a result, fundamental questions are emerging about whether 
governance arrangements should be re-examined or refined 
to meet needs going forward.

Government authorities charged with pension plan oversight have already stepped up efforts to review, 

monitor and assess the health of pensions within their jurisdiction. At the same time, there is growing 

recognition that governance issues — affecting investment strategies, agreement on plan design, 

fiduciary requirements and risk-based controls — also merit further attention. in light of the financial 

crisis, it may be time to consider new ways of understanding fiduciary responsibilities. 

For informed plan participants and regulators alike, the crisis has also prompted questions about how to 

strengthen overall effectiveness of plan governance structures. For DC schemes, best practices suggest 

that a focus on plan design and participant education may be most effective.

Fiduciary oversight:  
Revisiting the Basics  
post-Crisis
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Room for Improvement Across Many Systems

in a recent ranking of global retirement systems (both private and public) carried out by the consultancy 

Mercer, one set of key areas used as a basis for comparing systems country-by-country included 

“governance, risk protection, communication and prudential regulation.” The 11 countries that made 

up the index averaged 67.5 (on a scale of 100) in this category. By comparison, the top-scoring 

countries fared significantly better: the Netherlands (88.2), Australia (87.8) and the UK (86.3), with 

Chile and Canada just behind. While the United States and Japan ranked well below, at 63.4 and 55.2, 

respectively, Germany placed well behind, at 33.7, just ahead of China. (While relatively conservative 

risk-taking approaches in Germany resulted in smaller shortfalls, there is no wall of separation in that 

country between a plan and a sponsoring employer.) The wide range in results clearly indicates room 

for improvement. The report’s recommendations include improved communication by pension plans to 

their participants, increased tax incentives for employee contributions to supplemental plans and better 

portability of accrued benefits when switching employer. See Figure 2 below.

in the run-up to the crisis, the record asset growth enjoyed by many plans obscured conventional 

governance issues. However, in hindsight, events of the past two years suggest that it may be time 

to revisit the subject of fiduciary oversight and assess its effectiveness. This is especially true in areas 

where DC plans are on the rise. Low levels of investor understanding are proving to have significant 

consequences when pension policies increasingly rely on shifting responsibility to plan participants. 
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Figure 2: Integrity Scores for Pension Systems by Country
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in particular, in markets where governance guidelines have been relaxed, tighter provisions now look 

sensible. For DC plans, fiduciary roles need to be viewed in a new light. And while many countries 

have taken a purely advisory approach until now, recent events suggest that it is time for a more 

comprehensive adoption of best practices. 

This chapter considers new ways of understanding fiduciary responsibilities in light of the financial crisis. 

it also recommends best practices to strengthen current approaches to plan governance.

A Fresh Look at Fiduciary Roles

in general, plan participants should care about governance for reasons of cost, performance and 

transparent decision-making. plan participants benefit optimally when expenses remain low, results 

achieve or outperform growth objectives, and decision-making occurs strictly according to participants’ 

best interests. in practice, these conditions are most commonly found where trustees discharge their 

duties on the basis of understanding, knowledge, information and expertise. 

While pension funds around the world differ in their legal form, they share a common purpose: to serve 

the interests of plan participants. This purpose generally defines fiduciaries’ obligations but falls short 

of clarifying them. Given pension schemes’ diverse governance approaches, the financial crisis fallout 

offers an opportunity to review how prepared plan fiduciaries are to meet the challenges ahead.

Central to the governance structure of a retirement plan (either DB or DC) is the entity vested with 

fiduciary responsibility for oversight of the plan’s management and operation. The expectations of the 

fiduciary body are not uniform across markets. in the United States, for example, since the Employee 

retirement income Security Act (EriSA) was enacted in 1974, the standards that define fiduciary status 

with respect to pension funds have focused on the functions that an individual performs for the plan, not 

just a person’s title within the organization. Examples of activities that would merit a fiduciary label include 

the exercise of discretionary authority and decision-making about a plan’s management or strategy.

With the growing trend toward DC, an accepted working principle has been a parallel shift of 

responsibility away from plan sponsors and onto plan participants. Yet while the trend toward DC has 

eased the future burden of pension liabilities on corporate balance sheets, it has not erased the notion of 

fiduciary responsibility. However, the commonly understood meaning of the fiduciary role has blurred to 

some degree.

The financial crisis has brought these issues to the fore. Where, in fact, is the dividing line between 

member responsibilities and those with fiduciary oversight? 
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Country comparison: Trustee (director) Qualifications24

Among significant retirement markets, approaches to pension trustee qualifications vary greatly. For example:

Australia 

Australia is very specific in describing the qualifications for serving on a superannuation fund’s governing body. In addition to 

certain “fiduciary” character traits such as diligence and judgment, qualified members must show the type of knowledge and 

technical skills called for by the position. As a whole, a fund’s fiduciary group must demonstrate that its overall membership 

encompasses the range of technical qualifications needed to accomplish its task. 

Canada 

guidelines vary, but primarily call for trustees who are able to bring their knowledge and experience to bear as fiduciaries. Some 

guidelines recommend that trustees be familiar with risk management and financial market issues.25 

germany 

germany looks for general suitability for the role, although it also considers previous experience in investment oversight. 

hong kong  

Trustees of hong kong’s Mandatory Retirement Fund must satisfy minimum requirements for competence and character. Non-

employer trustees for voluntary retirement plans under the Occupational Retirement Schemes Ordinance must demonstrate they 

are “fit and proper” and have some relevant experience.

Japan 

Japan makes no provisions for the qualifications needed to serve in a fiduciary capacity, nor, for that matter, provisions governing 

a fund’s administrative structure. 

The Netherlands

In The Netherlands, trustees must comply with any qualifications requirements set out by the central bank (De Netherlandsche 

Bank), as well as formulate an overview of the specific expertise that their governing board’s members must possess.

United kingdom and United States 

Both the Uk and the US make no provisions for the qualifications needed to serve in a fiduciary capacity, except insofar as 

particular acts preclude service. In the US, criminal acts are included in that category, while in the Uk the category covers 

crimes involving dishonesty and deception as well as bankruptcy.

24 For a useful comparison across major markets, see F. Stewart and J. Yermo, “pension Fund Governance: Challenges 
and potential Solutions,” OECD Working papers on insurance and private pensions 2008, No. 18, OECD publishing, ©OECD.

25 See, for example, “The piAC Governance Model,” pension investment Association of Canada, 2006, ©piAC.  
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Reviewing Board Membership Qualifications

part of the challenge facing governance boards today is the matter of their membership and qualifications 

to serve. The make-up of pension fund governing bodies, including investment committees, can vary 

widely. in most countries, members include both representatives of the plan sponsor and employees. 

A notable exception is the United States, where no requirement exists to include employee members in 

plans sponsored by a single employer. This may be an issue worth reviewing by comparing experience 

elsewhere with overall results.

A similar gap defines rules governing trustee qualifications. While Japan, for example, leaves the matter 

open, Australia provides specific guidelines on criteria for serving as a trustee (including licensing 

requirements). The range of pension options and the complexity of the issues that define each highlight 

the importance of establishing that a trustee’s knowledge and understanding are sufficient for making 

essential decisions about which plans to choose.

Considering Fiduciary Committee Duties

As a starting point, it may be useful to consider the main charge of the fiduciary committee. Does the 

primary duty of a plan’s fiduciary (or membership) committee, for example, consist largely of providing 

participants with a range of investment options? Or should its focus extend to evaluating plan offerings, 

along with providing advice on their relative merits, as well as on how to consider a plan’s advantages in 

light of a member’s retirement goals and capabilities? This becomes particularly important with respect 

to deciding on default investment options.

Even as plan members receive information about investment opportunities, is the information they 

receive adequate for making an informed choice? For example, while target date funds appear to 

address a wide range of investment needs and participant tendencies, it may not be clear how the range 

of asset allocations that characterize these funds ultimately affects account balances. Since investment 

outcomes depend on allocations, participants may not discern the most advantageous choice without 

far more information or advice. How does this affect the role of the fiduciary committee overseeing the 

plan, and do current regulatory guidelines encourage the plan sponsor or practitioner to assume this 

increased role without assuming too much residual risk?

Essentially, there are two types of advice — advice to plan sponsors and advice to plan members. 

The question of advice to members — who provides it and according to what standard — is also 

becoming crucial to fund fiduciaries. One option gaining acceptance — notably in the UK — is the 

use of independent resources, including independent advisory services, to provide third-party advice to 

trustees. This capability could also help trustees determine the extent and substance of the advice they 

offer to participants.
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The question also arises as multi-national companies address the challenge of effectively managing 

pension assets dispersed widely across many plans. in Europe, new approaches to this problem 

contemplate centralizing the way in which pension funds are managed through the establishment of 

pension pooling vehicles with centralized providers. Such an approach could result in “end-to-end” 

fiduciary management, offering members a new level of safety, as well as a means of better managing 

DB schemes.

Outlining governance processes

revisiting governance extends to ensuring a strict line of demarcation between policy-making and 

operations. Selection of the manager to carry out trustees’ decisions is one of the most important 

fiduciary actions.

Here are some questions to consider when selecting a manager: 

• is there a well-defined and transparent process for making the selection decision? 

• What level of due diligence will the board undertake to vet a candidate’s background? 

• Are the selection criteria well-understood and congruent with the manager’s responsibilities  

and expectations?

• What kind of evaluation process will inform the relationship between the manager and the  

overall governance structure? 

A similar approach should characterize all of a board’s governance processes. This extends to 

documenting roles and responsibilities (of both trustees and staff), fund objectives, investment policies, 

transparency with respect to investment decisions, evaluation procedures and regular assessment of 

board and staff capabilities, including “in-the-mirror” reviews of actions already taken. 

While all governance activities rank as important for DC plans, few surpass in value the essential 

communication and education to help members make informed investment choices, including allocation 

strategies. As the crisis emphasized, DC plan members need to be as prepared as possible to make 

optimal choices. inadequate investor education may easily result in poor choices and poor results. For 

DC fiduciaries, meeting this challenge requires, on their part, a clear understanding of fiduciary duty 

(and liability) with respect to the quality, reliability and timeliness of all investment information provided 

and advice rendered. 

Whatever the role of fiduciary committees has been, now is an ideal time to consider how revising their 

roles (and qualifications) going forward might enhance overall plan results. This may be especially 

important in the case of DC plans, where the magnitude of the shift to DC raises urgent questions about 

participant preparedness, plan offerings and requests for advice. 
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At a minimum, fund fiduciaries should:26 

• Demonstrate qualifications satisfied either by certification in financial analysis or independently 

vetted multi-day training programs, including ongoing professional education in fiduciary matters.

• Show knowledge and understanding of how to select properly qualified managers and staff.

• Seek advice from qualified and independent experts.

• provide advice and guidance on the basis of clearly defined criteria. 

• Consider offering plans tailored to the diverse needs of plan participants, including risk-averse 

options, well-defined default options and optimal flexibility. 

• Exhibit awareness of plan participants’ “pension literacy” — including establishing savings goals, 

stepping up contributions and developing risk awareness.

• Understand the effect that pension literacy has on achieving retirement goals, and develop plans to 

promote and enhance it among participants.

• Establish a transparent code of conduct that addresses specific responsibilities and defines fiduciary 

violations such as conflicts of interest. 

• Consider the role and use of independent resources, and establish guidelines for consulting them 

with regard to plan governance.

The Investment Committee: Back to Basics

With recent studies of pension fund governance highlighting problems that many funds face today, 

another area that invites review is the role and capacity of investment committees.27 in light of the 

perceived association between strong fund governance capabilities and higher levels of overall 

performance,28 a strong case can be made for considering ways to strengthen these committees’ 

operations. (Benchmarking governance practices elsewhere may be a useful starting point.)

As with fund trustees in general, the make-up of investment committees covers a broad range across 

jurisdictions. in many countries, for example, employees are commonly included, providing the benefit 

of independent perspective, as well as a clear reminder of a fund’s beneficiaries. Yet, however an 

investment committee determines its membership, its work will be hampered if there are shortcomings 

in the fundamental knowledge and expertise it needs to arrive at informed investment decisions.

26 For discussion of recommended best practices in governance, see “OECD Guidelines for pension Fund Governance” (approved by 
the Working party on private pensions June 2009), OECD. See also Codes of practice published by the UK pensions regulator at 
http://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk.

27 See F. Stewart and J. Yermo, “pension Fund Governance: Challenges and potential Solutions,” OECD Working papers on 
insurance and private pensions, 2008, No. 18, OECD publishing, ©OECD.

28 ibid., pp. 6–7.
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Should members of the investment committee be required to fulfill minimum qualifications to serve? 

Advisory or fiduciary roles elsewhere in the financial services sector require accreditation, such as criteria 

mandated by the Financial Services Authority in the UK or the rules governing admission to status as 

a chartered financial analyst. Many observers are now asking why there are not similar qualifications 

for fund trustees. in the case of fund investment committees, particularly, the crisis showed the  

need for rapid decision-making, a difficult task when those charged with deciding are under-informed or  

under-qualified.

To bolster committee expertise, trustees should consider the option of calling upon independent advisory 

services. internal guidelines for their use and evaluation will clarify their role and purpose. 

The crisis has also raised questions about how investment fiduciaries document committee decisions. 

Given committee turnover, documentation can prove helpful to new members. At the same time, it 

may be helpful to consider potential barriers to documentation, as well as practices that could optimally 

benefit overall plan performance.

A plan’s investment committee will benefit from both independent viewpoints and informed decision-

making that demonstrates understanding of underlying investment issues. Membership on the 

committee should be aimed at achieving both objectives. 

in addition to meeting qualifications of fund fiduciaries, investment committee members should also:

• Satisfy minimum established requirements to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of issues 

before the committee. 

• Undergo continuing professional education with respect to committee issues that come before them.

• Consider useful approaches for documenting internal decision-making processes, both to establish 

conformity with investment strategies and principles and to enable new committee members to 

understand the rationale for investment decisions.

• Arrange smooth transitions between new and departing committee members and prevent such  

transitions from interfering with the committee’s operation. 

• Develop guidelines for consulting and retaining independent resources, including independent  

advisory services.
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Stepped-up Risk Management 

A significant lesson of the global downturn is the importance of constant and consistent risk assessment 

that allows for the transparent management of risk. This holds particularly true for pension fund 

governance. The crisis of confidence experienced by many plan participants extends to questions about 

the degree to which a fund’s fiduciaries understand the level of exposure to risk that can result from 

their decisions, and whether they take appropriate actions to mitigate and manage it. More broadly,  

the question has become how well fund fiduciaries recognize and understand the factors that affect 

overall performance. 

The importance of risk management for pension funds has grown significantly as fiduciaries of DB plans 

have, in many instances, turned to alternative investment-based strategies to address looming concerns 

over asset growth. in countries where the use of alternatives is permitted, fund portfolios have enlarged 

their allocations to include investments in complex financial instruments such as derivatives. in addition, 

US funds must now comply with new accounting standards (FAS 157) that require them to account for 

the “fair value” of their assets and state the basis for their decision. Not to be overlooked is the altered 

landscape in which funds operate today, presenting new risk factors that will affect their operations. 

To grasp the relative riskiness of particular investment decisions or the overall risk profile of their 

portfolio, fund fiduciaries need to ensure that risk systems are up to the task. recent studies suggest 

that this area requires greater attention. For example, a 2008 study by the Society of Actuaries and 

pension Governance LLC29 examined thinking about derivatives among plan sponsors (both those using 

derivatives and those not using them). While plan sponsors largely expressed satisfaction with their 

approach to managing systemic risk, the study indicated substantially uneven results overall. One gap 

identified was in the use of sophisticated performance analytics, as well as a worrying failure among a 

large number of funds surveyed to conduct robust risk-focused due diligence among external managers. 

See Figure 3 on the next page. 

29 S. Mangiero, “pension risk Management: Derivatives, Fiduciary Duty and process,” Society of Actuaries and pension Governance 
LLC, October 2008.
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Clearly, a fundamental role of governance is to ensure the establishment of comprehensive risk-

based controls. Trustees themselves need to be informed about both the benefits and exposure level 

associated with alternative investments, as well as their portfolios’ issue-specific risk profile. processes 

should include regular, ongoing and transparent risk assessment, incorporating both external and 

internal expertise. 

plan fiduciaries should:

• Demonstrate understanding and knowledge (according to independently-established standards)  

of risk-associated issues in the plans under their governance. 

• Make clear and explicit provisions for robust, sophisticated performance risk management  

as an ongoing aspect of plan supervision. 

• Ensure that adequate and regular risk assessment processes are established in line  

with independently provided advice.

• Develop a plan to educate participants in fundamental risk issues with respect to  

retirement planning.

Figure 3: Plan Sponsor Review of External Managers’ Risk Management Policies

Do you regularly review your external money managers’ risk management policies, even if they do not use derivatives?

Plan Sponsors Not Using DerivativesPlan Sponsors Using Derivatives

A. Yes
 70%
B. No, We Have Not Asked
 11%
C. Not Sure/Other
 14%
D. Does Not Apply
 5%

A. Yes
 59%
B. No, We Have Not Asked
 21%
C. Not Sure/Other
 19%
D. Does Not Apply
 1%

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

source: s. Mangiero, “pension Risk Management: Derivatives, Fiduciary Duty and process,” society of Actuaries and pension Governance 

LLC, october 2008.
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Learning Lessons, Looking Forward

recent events strongly suggest that DC plans may find it useful to leverage the accumulated experience 

of DB plans, particularly with regard to enhancing DC governance standards and processes. Moreover, 

as witnessed by the interdependence of pension funds’ performance in an increasingly globalized 

financial framework, the crisis also raises the question of whether it is time to consider globalized 

institutional approaches (for example, the type of pension pooling vehicles that are emerging in Europe) 

to manage DC plans. This may include a more global approach to governance standards.

perhaps the greatest insight from the crisis is the reminder never to underestimate the value of 

education, for both fiduciaries and all other stakeholders. Without up-to-the-moment education in skills 

and knowledge, fiduciaries will be unable to exercise the full duty of care assigned to them, including 

monitoring those to whom they delegate operational responsibilities. And without a focus on educating 

all plan stakeholders, pension plans’ fundamental objectives may slip from view, with calamitous 

consequences. in essence, all stakeholders share responsibility for keeping pension systems as healthy 

as possible.

The adoption of best practices by no means offers full safe-harbor protection: to be effective, they must 

be fully integrated into all aspects of pension fund governance. That said, best practices in retirement 

plan governance represent an important step forward into the post-crisis era. 
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There is a growing realization that shifting retirement 
choice (and risk) onto individuals does not make pension 
risk disappear. Rather, placing the investment risk on 
individuals carries its own risk — that governments (and 
hence tax-paying corporations and citizens) will end up 
paying when private pension savings prove inadequate to 
meet in-retirement needs. 

Thus, increased expectations are being placed on the private pension market. DC plan participants 

share a universal objective during their working years — to generate an account balance that is sufficient 

in size to replace lost wages during retirement. plan sponsors, plan providers and regulators must work 

together to design plans that both incentivize people to save and give them the options necessary to 

achieve an optimal outcome. 

Challenges and Opportunities Abound

it has become clear that, for voluntary DC retirement savings plan models to work well, there must be an 

impetus for encouraging employees to participate in the first place. The level of savings is a central issue. 

investment choices must be ample enough to encourage saving but not so complex as to discourage 

participation. Last, but certainly not least, information and financial advice have an important role to play. 

structuring new DC plan  
Models and vehicles
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The challenges do not end there. The accumulation phase is merely one step in the process. 

Constructing a more outcome-certain income stream for the decumulation or post-retirement phase 

has also become more challenging as guarantors for annuity products back away in many markets 

and retiring workers look for ways to draw an income while allowing assets to continue growing. 

These decisions are far more complicated than the decisions an individual faces during the wealth 

accumulation years because longevity risk must be addressed. Fortunately, many markets have already 

struggled with these issues and those experiences can aid plan sponsors in making more informed plan 

design and product decisions. 

in this chapter, we consider each element of a comprehensive DC retirement plan alongside current 

products and systems — including innovative new approaches — to draw out the best ideas and 

spotlight successful DC models. 

participation is Necessary

Within voluntary DC plans (such as the US 401(k)), the initiative to save must come from the participant. 

Without employee (or participant) engagement, no DC-based retirement system can succeed. 

recent research by McKinsey & Co. suggests that more than a third of Americans with workplace 

access to a qualified retirement plan do not participate in it.30 The bottom line is that a future need has 

not proved incentive enough to encourage people to save in a DC plan. increased access to retirement 

schemes is also likely needed among small businesses.

Some degree of compulsion is required for DC to work. The success of DB over multiple decades is 

primarily due to the fact that the vast majority of people in DB schemes were there by default. There has 

been a lower degree of take-up for DC plans, especially among younger people. in part, that is because 

DC is presented as an “option” — not a necessity. Figures show that two-thirds of a pension is funded 

by contributions made in the first third of the accumulation phase. So, it’s vital to get people contributing 

— at a decent level — at an early stage.

Therefore, the onus is on plan sponsors, plan providers and government regulators to develop the correct 

incentives to 1) encourage enrollment in the first place and 2) to allow participants to save enough to 

make a difference. 

30 McKinsey & Company, “restoring Americans’ retirement Security,” 2009.
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Looking at participation Incentives

How to improve participation? Mandatory participation would solve many of the problems of DC, but it 

is an unrealistic outcome. instead, incentives are being examined in many systems. Employer matches 

are one form of incentive — the more the employee contributes, the more the employer will contribute. 

Left without guidelines however, some say these measures don’t go far enough. in the United States, for 

example, the typical employer match is about 3 percent of an employee’s salary — a level most experts 

agree is not enough to replace income in retirement. Further, in the wake of the recent financial crisis, 

some US companies have eliminated or decreased 401(k) matches. 

in fact, there is some evidence that employer matching works as an incentive only in systems where it 

is mandatory, such as Australia’s. A DB-style plan with DC elements, Hong Kong’s MpF also requires 

employer contributions, as do second pillar plans in Korea and Taiwan. 

Australia’s System: The Right Incentives

Compulsory systems, such as Australia’s superannuation funds scheme, have had a generally positive experience. 

Australia has employed tax incentives to encourage participants to save enough to achieve a “modest retirement 

lifestyle.” Superannuation is taxed at a 15 percent flat rate on contributions, on earnings and on final payout in 

retirement (if the money invested was not from a taxed source).

Further, mandatory employer contribution percentages, originally set at 3 percent of compensation, are now set at  

9 percent (since 2002). while the Australia Superannuation Funds Association (ASFA) maintains that more 

needs to be done to encourage further employee saving, a December 2008 report also cites research indicating 

that retirees with superannuation savings have “significantly higher incomes than those who rely exclusively on 

the Age pension scheme (Australia’s public pension system).”31

As Australia’s example clearly suggests, careful plan design, along with tax and other appropriate incentives, can 

help. After all, the mathematics behind retirement savings plans is fairly straightforward: to double the size of a 

retirement pension, one must save twice as much. 

31 “Better Standards and a Stronger Economy: The role of Superannuation in Australia,” ASFA research and resource Centre,  
December 2008.
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On the other hand, the rollout of india’s New pension System (NpS) to ordinary citizens (the plan had 

originally been set up as a DC plan for new government employees) has not been a success, garnering 

only a couple of thousand participants in its first six months. A voluntary pension system, the NpS has 

also struggled with competition from existing schemes that offer more favorable tax incentives — an 

issue that is expected to be resolved once a planned overhaul of the country’s income tax regime takes 

effect in April 2011.32 

Employer contributions have been on the rise in the UK. According to the results of an annual Watson 

Wyatt study of FTSE 100 companies, the average overall contribution of employers and employees (with 

full matching) rose from 13 percent in 2004 to 14.7 percent in 2008. Meanwhile, in Japan, limits on 

employer contribution levels (currently $255 monthly per employee) have impeded growth of assets in 

DC plans. Modifications to these limits are under review.

Care needs to be given to the level of employer contributions, and whether they are mandatory. 

Currently, nearly a quarter of American DC plan contributions, or $85 billion, are attributed to employer 

matches annually.33 So, the question is whether employer matches ought to be viewed as merely an 

encouragement for employees to save more for retirement, or as a means to generate suitable levels of 

future replacement income during retirement.

Auto Features Support engagement

Auto features have also served as a powerful incentive to save. in the United States, the pension protection 

Act introduced the ability for DC plan sponsors to make qualified automatic contribution arrangements on 

behalf of eligible employees unless the employees elect to make a contribution themselves or opt out. 

in return, plan sponsors are given a fiduciary safe harbor. in terms of actively engaging employees, the 

measure can be viewed as a success. However, there is also evidence to suggest that the auto-enrollment 

provisions, if left unchecked, will remain at their initial levels, so auto-escalation features should also be 

adopted, particularly with regard to satisfactory levels of future contributions.

McKinsey projects that by 2010 as many as 60 percent of US plan sponsors will incorporate auto-

enrollment and default products into their plans.34 To be sure, once automatically enrolled, individuals 

may choose to opt out, but inertia encourages most to remain in the plan.

Mandatory DC-style systems such as Australia’s have been employing auto enrollment for an even 

longer stretch. indeed, auto enrollment takes a page from the European playbook of collective DC  

plan investing, incorporating an element of paternalism into what otherwise tends to be a very 

individualistic approach.

32 ravi Ananthanarayanan, “NpS gets off to a slow start,” Asia Asset Management, November 2009.

33 ibid. 

34 McKinsey & Company, “redefining Defined Contribution,” 2008.
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The good news is that, regardless of cultural expectations, a form of mandatory enrollment is sticking 

in DC models around the world and is expected — along with auto escalation — to become standard 

practice in retirement plans going forward.

Setting Contribution Rates: The Default Rate and Auto escalation 

Contribution level is another key component of retirement savings success. For plans with auto 

enrollment, this means an adequate default contribution rate is paramount. The average default 

contribution amount in the United States — typically 3 percent of salary — is less than half the average 

percentage for voluntary contributions.35  

According to McKinsey, there is evidence that auto features have even more influence on 

employee contribution rates than employer contributions. By the end of 2007 in the US market,  

more than half of employers were already employing these features in retirement plans, according to 

Hewitt Associates.36 That’s why auto escalation, which ratchets contribution levels upward over time, is 

fast gaining adherents in the United States.

Beyond contribution levels and matching considerations, there is investment choice. Most workforces 

encompass a wide variety of age groups and, hence, retirement savings needs. The challenge is to 

ensure that both the default option and other investment choices offered by a DC plan adequately 

balance risk, return and a dispersion of outcomes.

Focused on Default Options

Careful design of default options can help ensure a satisfactory asset allocation for plan members. 

Studies focused on participant behavior show that most plan members opt to ride out short-term volatility 

and stay invested in default investment options. 

More than that, defaults are important because, in plans where a default option is offered alongside 

other investment choices, the vast majority of plan participants choose the default. A recent study by 

NApF and pensionDCisions in the UK found that 8 out of 10 DC scheme members selected or opted 

into the default.37  

When selecting a default investment option, several interrelated issues should be considered. A key 

consideration is providing the appropriate asset allocation to allow members to maximize returns in the 

early years of their lives, while they have the time to weather short-term volatility. Too conservative a 

strategy early on has a negative impact on achieving retirement income goals. 

35 McKinsey & Company, “restoring Americans’ retirement Security,” 2009.

36 Hewitt Associates, “Hot Topics in retirement 2007.”

37 pauline Skypala, “Time to put Some Effort into DC,” Financial Times, October 25, 2009.
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A common rule of thumb is to move the equity allocation lower as retirement age approaches. Yet, 

not all asset allocation schemes permit this flexibility. Among UK DC schemes, for example, equity 

allocations remain high. The NApF and pensionDCisions study showed that three-quarters of plans were  

100 percent in equities, whereas only just over a quarter employed a multi-asset strategy.38 When it 

comes to asset allocation, the tendency has been to “set it and forget it.” 

Much debate has arisen about the right balance between maintaining exposure to equities for growth 

and preserving capital through more conservative strategies. Equity allocations on either end of the 

spectrum — less than 20 percent or more than 80 percent — do not offer optimum results in terms of 

the trade-off between risk and return.39 Luckily, there are many options in between. 

With shifts in asset allocation, there is also a need to get the timing right. For this reason, default 

investment options should incorporate an investment strategy that is sophisticated in its assumptions 

and design. The strategy should provide a consistency of returns in order to encourage persistency of 

contributions from members. Lastly, there should be sufficient flexibility in the default fund to manage 

the transition to retirement income when the member leaves the workplace.

38 ibid.

39 p. Antonin, et al, “investment regulations and Defined Contribution pensions,” OECD Working papers on insurance and private 
pensions, 2009, No. 37.

Selecting a Default Option — A Checklist

Does the default option selected:

• Allow members to maximize returns early in their lives?

• provide for protection of principal as retirement approaches?

• have a sophisticated and flexible design to accommodate participants’ differing risk tolerances?

• Offer asset-level transparency?

• permit a simple explanation to offer participants an understanding of its workings? 
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Considering Default Options

To accomplish these goals, several asset allocation approaches can be considered. These include:

• Target date or lifecycle strategies (commonly used in US 401(k) plans) 

• Cash balance plans

• Managed accounts

• Structured guaranteed return products

• Balanced funds (used in Australia’s superannuation funds)

• Constant proportion portfolio insurance (Cppi), a capital protection strategy used widely in Germany

Each choice has its challenges. Balanced funds take a one-size-fits-all approach, which may not suit 

everyone. Target date funds, while allowing for different members’ needs, have faced benchmarking 

challenges and cost burdens (see call-out on page 42). Structured guaranteed return products, 

including deferred annuities and stable value funds in the United States, suffered during the market 

crisis and guarantors are looking to exit the business.

While Cppi has experienced high demand among German plans, most went to cash during the crisis 

— not an optimal move. Cppi also faces implementation challenges due to the frequent transactions 

required by computer-driven modeling.

in the United States, the pension protection Act has mandated default options choices for plan 

sponsors. As a result, sponsors must direct employees’ automatic contributions into qualified default 

investment alternatives (QDiAs), including asset allocation funds (e.g., lifecycle and target date funds), 

balanced funds, and managed account programs. The new law left stable value funds, long a staple of 

DC retirement plans, out in the cold.
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Target Date and Lifecycling Strategies

Target date and lifecycling strategies and funds are a simple solution to a complicated problem: how does 

one provide for the various time horizons to retirement within a workforce using one vehicle? Designed for DC 

retirement plans, target date funds are multi-asset class funds that alter their asset allocation (generally with 

greater allocations to fixed income and smaller allocations to equities) as they move toward a specific retirement 

year (target date). The asset allocation adjustment made over time is also known as a “glide path.”

Lifecycling strategies, which are very similar, are commonly used in the Uk. Both types of vehicles have seen 

dramatic growth in assets. Lifecycle funds now make up an 80 percent share of most DC plans in the Uk, 

according to watson wyatt.40 In the United States, more than $180 billion has been invested in target date 

funds41 and approximately three-quarters of plans with default options use target date funds as the default.42  

In the United States, target date funds are under scrutiny following a year when many saw losses of more than  

30 percent, even those designed for people verging on retirement. The problem? There is no strict definition of 

target date and no specific benchmark, making it difficult to judge their risk profile. Many were overweighted to 

equities, even for relatively near-target retirement dates, and some were less “automatic” than had been supposed.

Now, discussions are under way concerning creating benchmarks for target date funds. One idea may be to 

measure target dates against CppI models, which dynamically adjust the account’s asset allocation according to 

an individual’s risk tolerances.

There are many opinions on how best to solve the challenges facing target date strategies to better meet the 

needs of retirement investors. Because there is a diversity of options in target date funds, it is essential that 

plan sponsors know their target date manager and work with them to understand their investment philosophy and 

review the asset allocation design and views around risk. 

plan participants also need better information. Managers and sponsors should make it clear that target date 

doesn’t mean zero investment risk and 100 percent cash at the retirement date. Investors should be made 

aware that the success or failure of target date strategies needs to be viewed relative to the experience of other 

investment choices that might have been made.

Increasingly, large US companies are embracing customized target date strategies that allow for flexibility, 

including control and maximum diversification benefits. with a suite of customized target dates, an employer can 

custom-fit a “glide path” to its workforce and plan an asset allocation shift that will satisfy not just employees’ 

“to-retirement” goals, but “through-retirement” goals as well.

Time will show that, for most people, target date funds are the future. They are heavily passive, exceedingly 

transparent and comparatively low-cost. These attributes assure that an increasing number of plan sponsors will 

add these funds as their plan’s default investment option. And by providing an effective default option, target 

date funds will help address one of the major challenges facing DC plans: the huge number of people who 

currently have inappropriate asset allocations.

40 “DC-reality Bites: The impact of the financial crisis on DC pension provision,” Watson Wyatt Worldwide, February 2009. 

41 “2009 McKinsey/US institute Asset Management Economic Benchmarking Survey results,” McKinsey & Company, June 2009. 

42 “The New reality of pension investment Strategies,” Watson Wyatt Worldwide, August 2009. 
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exploring hybrid plan Structures

Hybrid plans that incorporate elements of DB are another consideration. in some legislative frameworks, 

a collective DC approach may make sense where there is a commonality in retirement plan objectives 

among members. Examples of successful collective DC systems include the Netherlands and Denmark. 

in Canada, multi-employer pension plans (or MEpps) — usually shared by companies with workers 

in a single industry — are currently considered DC plans from an accounting perspective. But in 

some provinces, such as Quebec, plan sponsors are held responsible for making up any deficit 

in the plan, making them DB for all intents and purposes. in Ontario, by contrast, some MEpps are 

structured so that employers do not have this liability and any deficits are taken up by reducing benefits 

or increasing mandatory employee contributions (usually through collective bargaining with a union). 

For multinational companies, pension pooling has become a popular approach for spreading risk. 

Additional strategies for meeting risk-reward objectives include tactical asset allocation overlays and 

liability-driven investing (LDi) models, until now most commonly used by DB pension schemes. (See 

call-out on page 44.) 

in the wake of the financial market meltdown, a heightened sensitivity toward risk has complicated the 

default option decision. More sophisticated solutions are the answer, but these have generally been 

more expensive.

Determining Investment Choices

Beyond a default option, most DC retirement models offer members a choice of several different 

investment options. The great debate concerns not only the optimal choices but the optimal number of 

choices. There is increasing evidence that less is more. 

Take the US DC fund market, for example. Since the late 1990s, the average number of investment 

options has doubled to 18.43 This trend maximized employee choice but didn’t achieve gains in 

participation. research by the TiAA-CrEF institute suggests not only that increasing the number of 

offered funds has a negative effect on 401(k) participation rates, but that as the number of choices rises, 

participants favor money market and bond funds over stocks.44

Since the passage of the pension protection Act, US DC plans have become more focused, with a 

growing trend toward fewer fund options and lower costs, helped on by fee disclosure requirements and 

increased fee-related litigation. 

43 profit Sharing/401(k) Council of America, as cited by McKinsey & Co. in “restoring Americans’ retirement Security,” 2009. 

44 “The Effects of Choice proliferation on retirement Savings Behavior,” Sheena S. iyengar, TiAA-CrEF institute, May 2008.
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Cost is driving investment choice in many retirement markets. For example, transparency of costs is 

among the central considerations for the new NEST (National Employment Savings Trust), previously 

personal Accounts, solution currently under construction in the UK. it is expected that other DC 

schemes in the UK may follow pADA’s lead. 

investment fees are expected to have a significant impact on participant choice in Hong Kong’s 

Mandatory provident Fund (MpF) Schemes, when participants gain more control over the choice of 

investment vehicle for their plan balances. A bill, passed in July 2009, gives MpF participants the option 

of transferring the balance of their MpF account into a vehicle of their own choosing once per year. 

As a result, once the changes take effect in the next year to 18 months, cost competition among plan 

providers is expected to heat up in the Hong Kong market. 

informed choices require better information. Moreover, plan members need some level of financial advice 

— whether in the form of built-in guidance (e.g., target date funds) or independent investment advice.

Liability Driven Investing (LDI)

how do you build a more outcome-certain income stream in retirement? One approach could be liability driven 

investing, or LDI. LDI strategies use swaps to hedge against inflation and changes in interest rates and are 

commonly used by DB pension schemes in the Uk and the United States to match future liabilities and reduce 

the risk of over- or under-funding. 

A form of LDI used to create a no-risk investment option is gaining currency in the german market, which has 

been ahead of the curve in terms of guaranteed product innovation because the promise of no loss to principle is 

required by law. 

Such an LDI approach uses zero coupon bonds with an appropriate maturity date for each age group over a series 

of age clusters (e.g., 20–30, 30–35, etc.). In this way, one can achieve a guaranteed return of 0 to 2 percent. 

The zero coupon bonds can then be hedged against inflation though inflation swaps. The plan sponsor can lock in 

a real interest rate for each employee, so the precise level of income that the employee will receive each year can 

be communicated.

The result is a real — not nominal — income stream that is hedged against inflation. while a deflationary 

environment may pose a challenge, some type of derivative investment can help. The model needs scale to work 

— zero coupon bond purchases require asset volume. It is not a standalone solution because a fixed return is not 

adequate for growth. Nevertheless, the result is admirable: a risk-free option with a high level of certainty that 

permits employers to make a commitment to provide DC plan members with an income stream in retirement.
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A growing Need for Advice

Educating plan participants has never been more necessary. As individuals gain more responsibility for 

their own retirement savings and the complexity of financial products grows, increasing financial literacy 

has become a focus in retirement markets around the world.

Ample evidence exists of the lack of knowledge and interest in financial topics on the part of plan 

participants. A recent Jp Morgan retirement plan Services survey showed that two-thirds of 401(k) 

participants don’t read investment information they receive from DC plans.45  

in a time-pressed world, this statistic is hardly surprising. But it speaks to a growing need for accessible 

information and financial advice. in fact, if adequate education and advice were offered, a recent 

McKinsey study suggests that employee savings rates may actually rise.46 

The Australian experience is a case in point. A review of public awareness campaigns conducted 

by the OECD found that the Australian superannuation education campaign was rated highly 

by consumers and employers. it includes a call center to reply to questions regarding fund 

choice, an internet site, written publications and an advertising campaign directed at employees  

and employers.47 

Determining who gives the Advice

The concept of financial advice, and the source of that advice, has gained focus in the American 

retirement market. The pension protection Act permits employers to provide advice, so long as it is 

quantitatively driven. Now, Congressional discussions are under way about improving oversight of 

advice-providers (i.e., ensuring that advice is not biased) and cost-effectiveness of advice offerings  

(i.e., making use of quantitative tools and models). 

Cost considerations have so far limited many plan sponsors to “advice-embedded” asset allocation 

funds, such as target date funds, or other model-driven tools, such as calculators, to help participants 

build optimal asset allocations and contribution rates to achieve retirement goals. indeed, the retirement 

calculator approach has become fairly mainstream in the US market.

in terms of offering independent investment advice to plan members, US plan sponsors have generally 

sought an independent third party that is not involved in managing the assets or constructing the plan. 

But many remain cautious about the liability inherent in advising participants how to invest.

45 JpMorgan retirement plan Services Survey, October 2009. 

46 McKinsey & Co., “restoring Americans’ retirement Security,” 2009. 

47 “private pensions and Government information Campaigns: Lessons from OECD Countries,” OECD/iOpS Global Forum on private 
pensions, October 2008. 
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participant information is a new concept in some markets. in many European countries, for example, 

where personal finance publications are less widely read than they are in the United States, expanding 

investment choices is driving a greater need for investor information. in Asian retirement markets, 

investor choice is a relatively new concept. Yet, it is expected that plan providers’ investor education 

offerings will have a significant effect on participant decisions once employee choice is introduced to 

Hong Kong’s MpF scheme.

The bottom line is many of the challenges facing DC pension plan provision could be remedied by 

improving financial education of participants. proper education about saving for retirement, including 

the importance of starting early, contributing regularly, and gaining a better understanding of investment 

strategies, would go a long way toward improving retirement savings outcomes. potentially more effective 

than any possible education campaign, however, may be mandatory participation and contribution levels 

with appropriately engineered default vehicles.

More Innovation is Necessary

As the world’s workforce continues to age and the labor pool diminishes, there is a growing need to 

create more competitive retirement offerings. improved innovation and better retirement product designs 

are increasingly necessary. 

Current approaches — such as lifecycle or target date options — require revamping to ensure that the 

emphasis on risk reduction does not come at the expense of returns. Alternatives to these approaches 

are also on the wish list. Among new approaches are multi-tiered solutions, including hybrid plans that 

combine elements of DB in a DC wrapper, as well as multi-company, risk-sharing solutions.

importantly, there will continue to be differences in approach between smaller plans and their larger 

brethren. Key among these will be the level of customization. innovation related to diversification and 

customization will happen at the larger end of the spectrum. For example, some plans — with access to 

in-house investment expertise — are building customized target date default funds. increasingly, larger 

plans will seek to lower costs through the use of institutional investment vehicles in place of retail mutual 

funds. in addition, cost and fiduciary concerns point the way toward the growing use of passive vehicles. 

Retirement Income: The Next Frontier

The next frontier for innovation is in translating lump-sum retirement savings into income while also 

addressing longevity risk. To that end, there is growing desire for products that can both provide an 

income stream in retirement and guarantee assets over time. 
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To fill the gap between the accumulation and decumulation stages, products that offer growth along with 

capital protection and income drawdown features are needed. Solutions on the drawing board include 

new forms of annuities, income management funds, hybrid annuity/income payout funds and longevity 

insurance-wrapped DC products. There is also the prospect of the plan sponsor taking on an increased 

role during the post-retirement phase and creating asset retention services and thoughtful retirement 

income products on behalf of employees.

Much work needs to be done on the part of plan sponsors, plan providers and regulators to successfully 

meet the needs of plan participants in the new DC-dominated world. While the global move to DC is a 

legitimate response by companies to unacceptable balance sheet pressures, care must be taken that 

individuals are not enabled and then abandoned.

it’s time to put more effort into DC plan and product design to achieve a result that works better  

for everyone.

Retirement income — The Case for Annuities in the US Market

If the primary objectives of saving for retirement are to maximize retirement income and minimize the chance of 

outliving savings, then annuities can be an effective option.

But, few US participants avail themselves of this option. Only 2 percent of the income of current US retirees 

comes from private annuities.48 explanations for this vary from a general lack of knowledge about annuity 

products to the lack of priority placed on the financial challenge of potentially living past 85. In the United 

States, unlike in the Uk, turning retirement savings into an annuity at retirement is voluntary. Lastly, the 

expense of these vehicles, which is borne by plan participants, has historically been high.

Cost notwithstanding, annuities can provide a useful retirement income vehicle because — all other things being 

equal — an individual can share the risk of outliving savings within the annuity pool. Those who die “early” 

pay for those who die “late,” in the same way that, with car insurance, premiums paid by those who don’t have 

accidents pay for those who do.

That means everyone wins. Because everyone in the group secures a lifetime retirement income, and that 

security costs less than if each individual self-insured against the risk of outliving their savings. That cost saving 

translates into a bigger retirement income.

Therefore, annuities have much working to their advantage as a vehicle for providing a retirement income stream. 

That’s because, where, over any particular period, the objectives are to maximize lifetime income without risking 

the possibility of outliving assets, an annuity (as opposed to available alternatives such as self-insurance) will 

often provide the greatest income.  

 

48 Gale, iwry, John and Walker, “increasing Annuitization in 401(k) plans with Automatic Trial income,” The Brookings institution, 
June 2008.
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if the recent financial crisis illustrated one thing, it is this: 
individuals cannot be relied upon to plan their optimal 
retirement funding alone. And, because DC represents the 
future in many markets, it is incumbent upon the financial 
services industry to work creatively and collaboratively with 
other stakeholders — including policymakers — to solve 
one of the most compelling social challenges of our time: 
ensuring sufficient funding to support a decent quality of 
life in retirement for an aging population. 

Already, amid a renewed emphasis on risk and transparency, we have seen the acceleration of solutions-

based, outcome-oriented DC products and auto-enrollment features. We have also seen increased focus 

on the role of the fiduciary committee and risk controls. That’s because good governance is the starting 

point for strengthening the DC model.

end note
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How can we improve governance of DC plans? in some markets, regulatory actions will continue to 

drive change in DC plan structures — including investment committee effectiveness and appropriate 

investment choices. The role of the plan sponsor in a typical defined benefit scheme recognized the 

accrued liability, forcing certain disciplines and characteristics to govern their actions. Now, the DC plan 

demands that same level of focus. in other markets, plan sponsors and providers must lead the way to 

better defining the role of a plan’s fiduciary committee and determining how best to meet participants’ 

retirement income needs.

The challenge of covering the spectrum of need in a DC plan will continue to drive innovation of DC 

products with DB-like features. The move toward passive strategies will pick up pace as plan sponsors 

become increasingly risk- and cost-conscious. Target date funds stand out in their ability to attract new 

assets, but fixes are necessary to ensure that they suit participants’ needs. Liability-driven investing will 

also continue to gain DC plan adherents. Focus on the in-retirement phase will increase, with guaranteed 

income solutions on the front burner.

All of this takes time. Some solutions haven’t even been invented yet. One thing is clear: new approaches 

are needed to help improve outcomes for retiring workers around the globe. Sponsors and regulators 

stand to play the most important roles in the future of DC. The future holds promise of new regulatory 

approaches, more education for employers and employees, and greater transparency of risks and costs 

for all.
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